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Abstract: Purpose: purpose of this study,measured The effect of independent variables on dependent 
variables were.independent variable of this research was resistance training program. Dependent 
variable was neutrophil measures of plasma, lymphocyte, growth hormone , insulin-like growth factor 
1, interleukin 6 and the factor of necrosing of alpha tumor. Matrrial and methods: Statistics society of 
this research was untrain male, Samples were 24 subjects. Subjects follow :resistance group without 
cilymarin consuming, resistance group with consuming cilymarin and control group. Juice of cilymarin 
was prescripted as food for two weeks. The t-test and one-way analysis of variance were used. To 
determine within and between groups different, Tukey test was used to show the significant changes in 
each variables Result:The results of this research showed that the number of neutrophil was decreased 
in resistance group with and without cilymarin consuming. But the amount of lymphocyte significantly 
increased in group without cilymarin consuming. Measuring of growth hormone have shown that 
difference means in resistance group without cilymarin consuming causes increasing of this hormone. 
These training cause increase of IL-6 with cilymarin consuming. Of course resistance training without 
of consuming of cilymarin don’t cause TNF significant increasing. Conclusion:Cytokines like 
interlokin-6 and nectrosing tumor with release in response to body damages can cause inhibiting of 
growth in resistance group with consuming cilymarin and preventing of muscle damaging and 
inhibiting of anabolic hormones and hormone-insulin-like factor 1. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Regular body trainings cause adaption in various system in body (Bradford, C.D., 2007; Calle, M.C. and 

M.L. Fernandez, 2010). One of the important effect of body training is its effect on immune system and body 
growth. It seems that cytokines usually release after long period exercises or some exercises which cause 
skeletal muscular damages. If some of the cytokines which cause responses such as inflammation of cells in 
skeletal muscles, with manipulating of training program, it can be avoided or limited from those exercises which 
induct cytokines release. Of course cytokines responds to body training was complex and is depend on king and 
intensity of training and pre training (Bradford, C.D., 2007; Eliakim, A and D. Nemet, 2010). Recent efforts to 
quantify the effects of resistance training on hormonal response have suggested that exercise leads to 
simultaneous changes of antagonistic mediators (Bradford, C.D., 2007; Cooper, D.M., et al., 2010; Nemet, D 
and A. Eliakim, 2010) Therefore, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the effects of a short-term 
resistance training on the balance between anabolic (growth hormone [GH]--> insulin-like growth factor [IGF]-I 
axis) and circulating inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-6 and TNFα and neutrophil, and 
lymphocyte. 

 In this research, one complementary is used wich is silybum marianum wich have active compound named 
silimaryn (Nemet, D and A. Eliakim, 2010; Tumora, L., et al., 2004). Its scientific name is silyburm marinaum 
(Tumora, L., et al., 2004). Researches about immune research change to exercise with silimaryn, glutamin and 
antioxidans have shown that acute training may cause increase of disease factors and its distribution in person 
(Cooper, D.M., et al., 2010; Eliakim, A and D. Nemet, 2010). There are a number of questions to be considered 
in this hypothesis; whether two weeks of training in a untrain male subject will affect the level of inflammatory 
cytokines, growth factor and the immune system performance, also whether the consumption of Silymarin in 
this test subjects will cause changes in the selected factors. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This research is semi-experimental statestic society of research in male students of Azad university of 

chalus branch. Statistic samples is concluded of 24 untrained male (age: 20 ±2 years) samples wich was selected 
from randomly.selection of samples in three groups of 8 individuals included: resistance group without 
silimaryn consume (R), resistance group with silimaryn consume(RS) and control group(C). In this research 
preparation Silymarin alcoholic juice was prescribed 5mg/kg/day for two weeks like food. Independent variable 
of this research was included of neut ,lymph,GH ,IGF1,IL6,TNFα. The aim of the present study was to 
demonstrate the physiological effect of IL-6 and TNFα on circulating components of the GH-IGF-I axis and 
immune system performance. Resistance training program of this research was included of 75 minutes , three 
time in week,two weeks.intensity of training loading was 60%-80% of one maximum repetition. Start with 
warm up exercises include: the muscles relax and stretch the body, which was for 10 minutes. 

 In final of six training session,selection factors between pre and post test marks were compared. The effect 
of independent variables on dependent variables were measured. The t-test and one-way analysis of variance 
were used. To determine within and  between groups differents, Tukey test  was used to show  the significant 
changes in each variables. 
 
Results: 

Results of research has shown that resistance training program causes increasing in maximum aerobic  
power and whole body power(α≤0/05). But weight ,Fat mass,body mass index and heart rate will not significant 
decrease (α≤0/05). Results of research has shown that course lymph colume in R  and RS group had significant 
increase (α≤0/05). Consideration  and comparing of selected factor is shown in following. 

GH : 
By considering of GH means difference in three sampling groups, means difference in pre and post test was 

meaningful in R group (P=./.42).(Table 1 & Figure 1). 
 
Table 1: Comparison between the average GH in the test groups before and after training. 

P value ،  T test means differencePost of training Pre of training groups 

042./p= ،47/2- =T 52./ 59./±71./ 14/ ±.19./ R 

242./p= ،28/1-=T 295./ 7./± 603./ 308./ ± 21./  RS 

60./p=  ،546./- =T 5./. 12./ ±50./ 26./ ±45./ C 
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Fig. 1: Comparing of GH means (mg/L) before and after training 

 
Comparison of mean of  between testing groups showed that F of table with freedom degree of 2 and 21 in 0.05 

levels is 3.46, Since accounted F (./105) is less than table’s F, the meaningful level (./9) is not accepted. 
 
LGF1: 
By considering of means difference in LGF1 in three sample groups , pre and post test means difference in 

Rs group was meaningful(p=./.13) (Table 2 & Figure 2). 
 

Table 2: Comparison between the average IGF1 in the test groups before and after training. 

  P value ،T test means difference Post of trainingPre of training groups 

69./p= ،41./- =T 1/5 7/41±5/151 3/34 ±4/146 R 

013./p= ،28/3=T 9/26- 03/2±6/110 48/137 ± 7/34  RS 

59./p= ،56=./T 9/11- 1/30 ±6/151 7/45 ±5/163 C 
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Fig. 2: Comparison of LGF1 (mg/L) before and  after training 

 
Comparison of mean of  between testing groups showed that F of table with freedom degree of 2 and 21 in 0.05 

levels is 3.46, Since accounted F (1.233) is less than table’s F, the meaningful level (./312) is not accepted. 
IL6 : 
By considering of means difference in three sample groups, pre and post test means figgerence was 

meaningful in RS group (p=./.25) (Table 3 & Figure 3). 
 

Table 3: Comparison between the average of IL 6 in the test groups before and after training 

  P value ،T test means difference Post of training Pre of training Groups 

48./p= ،75./- =T 010./ 09/0±071./ 06./ ±061./ R 

025./p= ،85/2- =T 042./ 69./± 105./ 063./ ± 30./  RS 

82./p= ،24./-=T002./075./ ±053./ 023./ ±051./ C 
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Fig. 3: Comparison of IL6(pg/ml) before and after trainig 
 

Comparison of mean of  between testing groups showed that F of table with freedom degree of 2 and 21 in 0.05 
levels is 3.46, Since accounted F (1.262) is less than table’s F, the meaningful level (./304) is not accepted. 
TNFα : 

By considering of means difference in three sample groups, pre and post test means difference was 
meaninigful in R and RS groups (p=./.41 , P=./.49) (Table 4 & Figure 4). 

 
Table 4: Comparison between the average of (TNFα) in the test groups before and after training 

P value ،T test means difference Post of training Pre of training groups 
041./p=،50/2- =T 009./ 064/0±049./ 075./ ±040./ R 
049./p=،38/2- =T 012./ 012./± 046./ 034./ ± 01./  RS 

79./p=،28= ./T 002./ - 011./ ±044./ 078./ ±046./ C 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of TNFα means (pg/ml) before and after training. 

 
Comparison of mean of  between testing groups showed that F of table with freedom degree of 2 and 21 in 0.05 

levels is 3.46, Since accounted F (./295) is less than table’s F, the meaningful level (./747) is not accepted. 
 
Conclusion: 

The research shows that physical training can increase the cytokines in the athlete’s body (Spanoudaki, S., et al., 
2010). Hormonal changes associated with short-term training that cause some of effects on immune function. Of 
course, adequate nutrition can help neutral the negative effects of short-term training on immune function (Pamela, J., 
et al., 2009; Petersen, A.M. and B.K. Pederson, 2005; Tumora, L., 2004). Done researches in changing of immune 
research responses with body training have shown that body training cause increasing of cytokenins in athlete’s body 
(Bradford, C.D., et al., 2007; Calle, M.C. and M.L. Fernandez, 2010). Sytokines free by body activity and will be 
taken and excreted rapidly. increasing of  IL6 after exercise in damaged skeletal muscle has shown of the role of this 
cytokine in inflammation processes and damaged skeletal muscle repair (Eliakim, A and D. Nemet, 2010; Nemet, D 
and A. Eliakim, 2010). 

Results of this research have shown that resistance training cause increasing of GH amount. Of course 
meaningful decreasing of IGF1 in RS group Probably can be Effective in speed decreasing of disease factors in body 
(Pamela, J., et al., Petersen, A.M. and B.K. Pederson, 2005). The results of this research also have shown that RS 
group cause meaningful increase of IL6.of course amount of TNF  had meaningful increase in both group of R and 
RS. Cytokines like IL-6 and TNFα with release in response to body damages can cause inhibiting of growth and 
preventing of muscle damaging and inhibiting in IGF1(Eliakim, A and D. Nemet, 2010; Pamela, J., et al., 2009, 
Petersen, A.M. and B.K. Pederson, 2005). studies showed that one and 1 hour of water polo training of 10female 
sample group with average age of 14- 16 years old, indicates that increase the IL1α and IL6, while the amount of 
TNFα decreases greatly after the training which leads to an increase in lymphocyte and monocytes (Spanoudaki, S., 
et al., 2010). More studies on male group who had been wrestling trained showed that; short-term resistance training 
leads to an increase in IGF1(Nemet, D and A. Eliakim, 2010). Increase in the physical training for older sample 
groups indicates increase on pre inflammatory cytokines at first (IL1 β, IL6 and TNFα) and decrease in GH/IGHF1 
activities (Nemet, D and A. Eliakim, 2010). short-term resistance training leads to simultaneous increases in 
mediators signaling apparently antagonistic functional responses such as growth factors and inflammatory mediators 
(8,11). The results suggest that IL-6 plays a role in the GH-->IGF-I response to intense exercise. Finally, The increase 
in IL-6 may indicate its important role in muscle tissue repair after resistance training. changes in the balance of 
anabolic and catabolic hormones and inflammatory mediators during the training season may help elite athletes and 
their coaches in their training and preparation for competition. 
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